Summer 1 Week 2 27th April

English Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar

1. Underline the adjectives in green (4), verbs in red (2), nouns in orange (3) and adverbs in blue(1):
The enormous dragon fiercely breathed red hot fire to toast his little marshmallow.
2.

Write these verbs in the past tense:

think = _______________________
3.

cleaned = ________________________

Add either a or an before the following words / phrases:
_______ average day at the beach

_______ delicious apple

4. Underline the fronted adverbial:
While I clean my teeth, I hum a song to myself.
5. Underline the determiner:
“Where is my hat?” Sally asked.
6. Apostrophes for contraction
Write the shortened (contracted) versions of these phrases. Example: Did not = didn’t
were not = ________

should not = _________

7. Apostrophe for possession
Example:
The bike belonging to one girl = the girl’s bike.
The bike belonging to two girls = the girls’ bike.
The fruit belonging to one boy = _________________________________________
The fruit belonging to two boys = __________________________________________
How many farmers are there?........The farmer’s tractor
How many pigs are there?............The pigs’ trough

(One tractor / more than one tractor)

(One pig / more than one pig)

8. Write your own sentences using the following words:
a. dangerous
d. hideous
b. courageous
e. glamorous
c. famous
f. curious

ANSWERS
1. The enormous dragon fiercely breathed red hot fire to toast his little
marshmallow.
2. taught / cleaned
3. An average day at the beach… / A delicious apple
4. While I clean my teeth, I hum a song to myself.
5. “Where my hat?” Sally asked.
6. weren’t / shouldn’t
7. belonging to one boy = the boy’s fruit
belonging to two boys = the boys’ fruit
The farmer’s tractor = one tractor
The pigs’ trough = more than one pig
8. (Any sentence that demonstrates an understanding of the meaning of the words
and where the key word is spelt correctly.)

